Worksheet
Build detailed quotes, create proposals and
generate order-ready specifications with this
powerful office furniture specification tool.
2020 Worksheet is the most powerful furniture
specification software in the industry. Select and
specify furniture products with the most up-to-date
and accurate furniture catalogs for over 140
manufacturers. With 2020 Worksheet, you can
establish a single specification platform throughout
your business and standardize discounting, quoting,
reporting and order entry.

2020spaces.com/2020Worksheet

Worksheet
The Challenge
Being the first to present a complete furniture quote often has a
big impact on whether a project is won or lost. In order to do this, a
business needs to have a consistent platform for all departments to
keep the project rolling, shorten the sales cycle and reduce errors.
Sales teams need to be empowered to work independently and build
their own quotes using software that can electronically communicate
with other team members to create a seamless flow of information.

The Solution

Benefits
Outpace the competition
Deliver more detailed, accurate and
complete quotes faster than the
competition.

Get the latest product information
Receive the latest product information
for over 140 manufacturers each month.

2020 Worksheet is the specification tool for 2020 Cap, 2020 Giza

Create a fluid information flow

and 2020 Visual Impression. It allows your sales and design teams

Communicate project data between
design and sales teams electronically for
a seamless flow of information.

to communicate project data with each other and with other areas of
your business. You can turn around detailed and customized proposals
to customers quickly and avoid pricing errors with up-to-date product
information and pricing. 2020 Worksheet is the essential tool for your
entire business for quoting and specifying commercial furniture.

Adapt the solution to your
business processes
Integrate the 2020 Worksheet software,
user interface and features into your
existing business and sales processes.
The software conforms to your
business, not the other way around.

Features
Standardized common platform
Increase communication and decrease
errors when your business is using the
same software and data. Project files
stay in synch and are compatible.

Product and option preview
Visually identify furniture products to
select the proper one. View images
within the specification and add them to
proposals and reports.

Report and proposal templates

Easily and accurately select product options and finishes throughout your project in
minutes.

Build reusable custom reports and
proposal templates that can quickly
be applied to any project, creating
professional presentations in seconds.

Global option application
Select common options and finishes
once and apply them throughout a
project, eliminating repetitive product
option selections and reducing errors.

Discounting and pricing
Quickly set up discounting structures
based on a variety of criteria. Save
and share customer-specific discount
schedules to increase efficiency and
prevent customer dissatisfaction.

Set project discounts based on standard tiered discounting and apply discounts based
on selected criteria.

Access hundreds of custom project attributes to build completely customized, reusable
reports and proposals.

About 2020
2020 helps professional designers, retailers and manufacturers in the interior
design and furniture industries capture ideas, inspire innovation and streamline
processes. By providing end-to-end solutions and the world’s largest collection
of manufacturers’ catalogs, 2020 provides businesses with the software and
content to be more efficient, integrated and productive.
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For system requirements, please visit 2020spaces.com/install
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